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Introduction
With the new ETL technology, Raynet is on the way to bring the groundbreaking vision of a fully
automated, UI-supported and use case-tailored data transformation to life. With the current
version, it is possible to implement the transformation process in a configurable way, even
without programming knowledge. At the same time, the ETL process is documented in a
structured and comprehensible way.
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Basic concepts
In order to transform the data (Transform), we need to plug-in some initial raw or partially
transformed data (Extract), and the after processing load it back to the data source (Load).

Transformation step should be understood as a process of one or more steps, which may be
interconnected, with many inputs and many outputs. The following steps are currently available:
Map
Transforms one table to another table. Mapping can take existing columns as-is, rename them,
perform simple or complex transforming, aggregating or disaggregating them etc. The result
table has always as many rows as the input table, but the number of columns may be different.
Filter
Takes the input table and filter out items that do not match a specific set of conditions. The
result table has always the same number of columns, but may have a different number of rows,
depending on the filtering.
Join
Joins two or more tables together by combining columns with the same names, using specific
methods of aggregation. The input are two or more tables, and the output is a single table.
Deduplicate
Based on unique value of one or more columns, this steps deduplicates the table based on the
conditions defined by the user.
Enrich
Adds information to a specific column of a source table by performing a look-up in another
table(s) using set of ordered look-up rules. The input is a single table + a set of look-up tables,
the output is a single table with all the columns from the source table + the enriched column if
it was not present in the original table.

These steps can be used to perform complex operations by splitting big unit of works into
smaller bits, that are building blocks for the complex transformation.
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This sample advanced process may have the following workflow:

Transformation process is a chunk of steps which perform a given task (for example: take Active
Directory, RayVentory and Vmware source raw data and produce a single table combining the
sources together). Obviously, there may be more independent ETL processes defined for a single
data set.
As pictured above, a single step (for example a single mapping or joining) can have different
number of sources, and itself it may be a source for one or more steps.
The results of each step is by default temporary that means it will not be written to the target
database. To mark a step as “result”, the user must do it explicitly. In the chart above, all “green”
steps are written to the target database, but the gray ones (#011 and #003) are not and exist only
as intermediary steps for other steps.
An output of a step if always a single table, which can be temporary or permanent (written back
to the database). However, it is important not to confuse the step with the table. Each step is an
operation on the data, which has inputs and output, and the output of the step is a table.
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ETL and Data Hub
It is desired to have it built-in into the DataHub, where the user defines his transformation
processes directly from the WebUI. The naming and conventions stay the same, with the
following exceptions:
Extract -> should be understood as reading the values from the RayVentory Data Hub
Results table – data already collected by any Data Agent
Load -> should be understood as writing back normalized result(s) to the RayVentory Data
Hub Results table.
Extraction and loading can be implemented in the hosted instance (service workers or load
balanced agents) or on data agent site. Reading and writing can work with both direct SQL
connection (MSSQL) or by using RestAPI.
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Technical implementation
ETL library by Raynet has the following principles:
Cross-platform (works on Windows, UNIX, Docker etc.)
Independent from data source (MS SQL, Sqlite, MariaDB, OracleDB, REST etc.)
Secure (all operations happen in a sandbox)
Transparent (instead of big operations, the work is split to smaller units which
cooperate)
Efficient (works with data sets having several terabytes of sizes)
Portable (has no dependencies to any DB and other frameworks, except of the data that
is extracted from source and loaded to the target)
Configurable (all operations are defined in JSON format, no direct SQL involved)
Flexible and easy to change (complex operations are abstracted, so that typical tasks
can be achieved with a single change, without writing complex join or other queries).

To achieve this, the following is involved:
The user defines his transformation processes in a JSON file with a specified syntax.
This JSON file can be crafted by hand or by using some visual editing tools that Raynet
provides in the future (see section tooling).
The transformation layer performs extraction by reading out the necessary tables that
the user required. It then copies these tables from the data source (with help of
specific data adapter) to a sandbox environment, utilizing embedded temporary
SQLite database.
The transformation is performed in the SQLLite database and has no access to the
original data source. All steps can see only the tables that were referenced by the user.
Once the transformation is done, the tables from the sandbox are copied back to the
target environment, again using specific data adapter.
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The operations executed in each step may be executed either directly in the sandbox (native
SQLLite query) or in memory. The engine tries to rely as much as possible to the sandbox
database engine, which is usually the fastest way of transforming, filtering etc. Using certain
features provided by the engine may transparently switch to in-memory execution, which may
involve small performance hit. In the current implementation, it will happen always if Python is
involved, either for mapping of for custom scripting. Before using Python to achieve your tasks,
consider using all built-in native functions to ensure the fastest performance.

At the end, data validation should happen on the RayVentory Data Hub site, to ensure that the
tables are correct from the business point of view (all columns, required names, non-null fields
etc.). This does not belong to the scope of ETL library from Raynet.
The operation that happen in the sandbox may be parallelized. By default, the library tries to
create a graph of dependencies and execute tasks in batches, if all dependencies are fulfilled. In
the example above, first four tasks DevicesAD_Normalized, DevicesVmware_Normalized,
DevicesRayVentory_Normalized and DevicesSCCM_Normalized have only dependencies to the
source DB (and no other steps), so they may be executed in parallel. On the other hand, there are
some other steps that depend on these four, so the other steps will wait until all four are
executed.
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Tutorial and implementation guide
Prerequisites
To edit the JSON, it is assumed that the reader has a knowledge of JSON notation. Use
some decent JSON editor to help you editing the files to avoid typos and other
mistakes
It is not required but still highly recommended to have basic knowledge of SQL (any
flavour) to understand some important concepts

Starting the examples
For a quick start with the console, an MS SQL database with some source tables is required. The
samples below show how to hand-write the JSON definition. After saving the file in JSON format,
you can run it using the console:
Raynet.Etl.Console.exe -f "<path-to-json>" -c "<connection-string-to-mssql-database>"

For example:
Raynet.Etl.Console.exe -f "c:\temp\def.json" -c " Server=.
\SQLEXPRESS;Database=RayVentoryDataHubResult;Trusted_Connection=True;"

The console application outputs information about the performed job, for example:
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Previewing the workflow
You can use the executable Ra ynet.Etl.Visua l.exe to preview the JSON flow. Simply start it, press
OPEN and select JSON file to analyze. The view will be updated automatically if the file changes
in the background.
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Mapping
Simple mapping
Given the following table DevicesRayVentory:

We want to simply select a few columns and give them some proper name, which will be later
understood by our reporting.
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Open notepad or any JSON editor, and write the following content:
{
"steps": [
{
"id": 3,
"name": "Normalize RayVentory",
"type": "map",
"source": "DevicesRayVentory",
"target": "DevicesRayVentory_Normalized",
"columns": {
"Name": "devicename",
"MACAddress": "macaddress",
"IPAddress": "ipaddress",
"BIOS": "bios",
"OperatingSystem": "operatingsystemid",
"CPU_Speed": "cpuspeed",
"RAM": "ram",
"Manufacturer": "devicemanufacturer",
}
}
]
}

We run the JSON with console command line and wait until the console finishes (see Getting
started about the command line required). After running it we get:
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Explanation:
id => 3
A simple integer based ID of the step, it can be any value as long as it is unique in the
JSON file
name => Normalize RayVentory
The name of the step, for an easier identification and understanding.
Source => DevicesRayVentory
The name of the source table from the DB, which should be transformed by this step
Target => DevicesRayVentory_Normalized
The name of the table where the results will be saved in the target DB.
Columns => the array of columns describing how to transform the table
In the column arrays in the JSON snippets, we used the simplest syntax of mapping a source
column to a target column
"Name": "devicename",

Which means, that the value from column devicename in the DevicesRayVentory will be taken
and saved as a column named Name in the table DevicesRayVentory_Normalized. The same
happens with other columns defined in the list. The columns not mentioned here will not be
copied, hence the result table (see screenshot above) has less columns than the original. The
order of columns is the same as the order of definitions in the JSON file (first Name, then
MACAddress etc.).
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Using fixed values
You can use a fixed value for a column (for example a string, number or Boolean). To do this, use
the following syntax:
{
"steps": [
{
"id": 3,
"name": "Normalize RayVentory",
"type": "map",
"source": "DevicesRayVentory",
"target": "DevicesRayVentory_Normalized",
"columns": {
[...]
"import_id":
{
"value": "hardcodedValue"
},
[...]
}
}
]
}

Note:
You can also use the simple syntax just like in the simple mapping. If the source is not
a column but a string, it will be treated as a value. This is however not recommended,
because it looses the transparency of what was actually needed as a value of the
column.
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Transforming values
Let’s say that the value of the name column must be transformed by lowercasing it, and writing
the result in a column called import_id. We do it by adding an extra line:
{
"steps": [
{
"id": 3,
"name": "Normalize RayVentory",
"type": "map",
"source": "DevicesRayVentory",
"target": "DevicesRayVentory_Normalized",
"columns": {
"import_id":
{
"name": "devicename",
"transform": "lowercase"
},
"Name": "devicename",
"MACAddress": "macaddress",
"IPAddress": "ipaddress",
"BIOS": "bios",
"OperatingSystem": "operatingsystemid",
"CPU_Speed": "cpuspeed",
"RAM": "ram",
"Manufacturer": "devicemanufacturer",
}
}
]
}
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This extra definition uses extended syntax, in which the source is not anymore a string (like for
other columns) but an object notation which defines the name (source column name) and the
transformation to be applied on the column (lowercase). There are already several
transformations implemented in the system. You can use either string or object notation if there
is no transformation to be applied. For example, the following definitions are equivalent:

Object notation

String notation

"import_id":
{
"name": "devicename
}

"import_id": "devicename"

After executing the example with the extra definition, we get:

Note:
The first column import_id is a lowercase version of the Name, which is what we
wanted.

Available built-in simple transforms:

Transform name

Behavior

Lowercase

Returns lowercase variant of the value

Uppercase

Returns uppercase variant of the value

IsNullOrEmpty

Returns 0 is the value is not null or empty or 1 otherwise

IsNotNullOrEmp Returns 1 is the value is not null or empty or 0 otherwise
ty
Length
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Using switch-case clause
Switch-case is a specific variant of the transform (see previous chapter). The definition has the
following syntax:
"<target-column-name>":
{
"name": "<source-column-name>",
"transform": {
"name": "switch",
"value": [
{
"case": "<case-1>",
"then": "<value-1>"
},
{
"case": "<case-2>",
"then": "<value-2>"
},
{
"default": "<default-value>"
}
]
}
}

The default section is optional, and number of case-then tokens can be any. For example we
have the following table:

We want to simplify the last column by writing:
Hewlett-Packard if the value is HP
Microsoft if the value is MS
Other if the value is anything other than that
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We could use the following definition:
{
"steps": [
{
"id": 3,
"name": "Normalize RayVentory",
"type": "map",
"source": "DevicesRayVentory",
"target": "DevicesRayVentory_Normalized",
"columns": {
"Manufacturer": {
"name": "devicemanufacturer",
"transform": {
"name": "switch",
"value": [
{
"case": "HP",
"then": "Hewlett-Packard"
},
{
"case": "MS",
"then": "Microsoft"
},
{
"default": "Other"
}
]
}
}
},
"mapRemaining": true
}
]
}

To get:
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In this example, we did one important trick. Since we only cared about a single column change,
and wanted all remaining to be copied, we only defined that single table that requires
adjustments (Manufacturer) and used parameter mapRemaining set to true to indicate that
other, unreferenced columns must be taken over. As a result, we get all original columns except
of manufacturer (because it has been explicitly referenced) being replaced by the Manufacturer
column. If we wanted the original value of manufacturer to be taken over, we would have to
define it extra (using standard target: source notation).
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Columns aggregation
Within a single table, it is also possible to aggregate values from 2 or more columns. We
currently support the following operations:
Avg
Select average of one or more values
Max
Select maximum of one or more values
Min
Select minimum of one or more values
Coalesce
Select first not-empty value from the list of one or more values (from left to right)
Concat
Join all given non-empty values using a specific separator (from left to right)

Aggregation is possible by using an array notation instead of a string denoting the source
column, for example:
{
"steps": [
{
"id": 2,
"name": "Normalize sample",
"type": "map",
"source": "sample2",
"target": "sample2_Normalized",
"columns": {
"column1": "column1",
"column2_together": ["column2", "column3", "column4"]
}
}
]
}
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In this example, value from column2, column3 and column4 will be concatenated using | as the
separator. This is the default behavior should no other options be specified. You can instruct ETL
layer to use specific algorithm by using object notation:
{
"steps": [
{
"id": 2,
"name": "Normalize sample",
"type": "map",
"source": "sample2",
"target": "sample2_Normalized",
"columns": {
"column1": "column1",
"column2_together":{
"name": ["column2", "column3", "column4"],
"aggregation": "coalesce"
}
}
}
]
}

This definition will select first non-null value from the list, starting from the left to right. To
concatenate strings, replace coalesce with concat. If you need a custom separator, use again an
object notation for aggregation and specify it there. The following JSON shows many column
operations at once, given the following input table:
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And the following definition:
{
"steps": [
{
"id": 2,
"name": "Normalize Sample2",
"type": "map",
"source": "sample2",
"target": "sample2_normalized",
"columns": {
"col1": "col1",
"coalesce": {
"name": ["col2", "col3", "col4"],
"aggregation": "coalesce"
},
"max": {
"name": ["col2", "col3", "col4"],
"aggregation": "max"
},
"concat_default": {
"name": ["col2", "col3", "col4"]
},
"concat_custom": {
"name": ["col2", "col3", "col4"],
"aggregation": {
"name": "concat",
"value": ","
}
}
}
}
]
}
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Produces:

Note:
Notice that null values are omitted from the result of CONCAT. This is a handy feature
for table join, where you want to track the source table. Join aggregation rules are the
same as column rules for mapping.
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Custom mapping (SQL)
Note:
This is advanced topic

In some cases, extra customization and flexibility may be required, which is beyond of scope of
simple transforms or switch-case statements. If this happens, you can use custom SQL snippets
for columns.
You can use all language construct of SQLLite, like string, date and other operations.
{
"steps": [
{
"id": 1,
"name": "Normalize Sample",
"type": "map",
"source": "sample",
"target": "sample_normalized",
"columns": {
"source_column": "source_column",
"source_column_normalized": {
"sql": "SUBSTRING(source_column, 1, 3)"
}
}
}
]
}

The list of available functions can be found here: https://sqlite.org/lang_corefunc.html

Samples:
iif(source_column_name = "A", "The value is A", "The value is B")
SUBSTRING(source_column, 1, 3)
random()
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Custom mapping (Python)
Note:
This is advanced topic

In some cases, extra customization and flexibility may be required, which is beyond of scope of
simple transforms or switch-case statements. If this happens, you can use custom Python
scripting to get the job.
Python execution engine executes an expression that you define in the JSON file by first passing
to it an dictionary of values for the current row. You can retrieve the values in Python using the
bracket syntax. For example, the following snippet:
values['text'] + ' ' + values['text2']

joins two string together (from column text and text2).

Use can use all language construct of Python, like methods, loops, modules etc. to get the value
that is required. Some typical cases where such intervention of Python may be required:
Advanced string manipulations
Arrays
Regular expressions
Custom bitwise logic
Anything that cannot be represented with built-in mapping

Let’s do a small example. We have the following table:
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Table: sample

We want to create an extra column Value_Transformed, where the value is taken by repeating
the value from the second column as many times as the length of the name. For example, for the
first row, the expected value would be 123123123123123123 (123 repeated six times because 6
is the length of the word Marcin). This can be achieved by the following Python expression:
values['Value'].strip() * len(values['Name'].strip())

We use .strip() to trim whitespaces from the beginning and the end of the string. Bear into
account, that if the source column is of fixed length, it may be that the string has a particular
length which we do not necessarily want.

The definition for Python columns looks like this:
{
"steps": [
{
"id": 1,
"name": "Normalize Sample",
"type": "map",
"source": "sample",
"target": "sample_normalized",
"columns": {
"Value_Normalized": {
"transform": {
"name": "Python",
"value": "values['Value'].strip() *
len(values['Name'].strip())"
}
}
},
"mapRemaining": true
}
]
}

We used mapRemaining set to true to take other columns automatically without defining them,
and the transform of the type Python can define the expression in the value attribute.
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And the result of the table sample_normalized:

Note:
Using custom conditions with Python may cause a performance hit on the
transformation. The difference is usually not big, but you should try to use the native
and built-in transformations if possible and feasible to ensure the execution is as fast
as possible. Alternatively, consider using SQL mapping.

Inside the expressions you can also import modules that are required for the transformation.
Bear in mind that strings in JSON (including the expression string) must be in a single line, and
newline breaks must be represented by combination of \r\n. This is frequently inconvenient,
some better way is described in chapter Creating reusable scripts.
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Joining tables
Joining is an operation which takes two or more tables and combines them to a single on.
Combination of rows is performed using a special column or set of columns, called joining keys.
They should be locally unique to make actual sense.

Since two tables may but do not have to have all the same rows and keys, conflicts may arise:
Left table may have some unmatched rows in the right table
The right table may have some unmatched rows in the left table

There are three basic strategies which dictate what to do in this case:
Outer joining – will combine all matching rows, and for all unmatched it will take them
as they-are, using NULL values are default for unmatched values. Typical use case: list of
devices scanned by system A and system B may have a lot of entries in common, but
some devices may be present only in system A and some devices only in system B.
Outer join will ensure that all devices are present in the target table, even unmatched
devices from system A and unmatched devices from system B.
Left joining – will treat the left column as a master table and write all rows which were
matched between left and right + any unmatched rows from the left table. Unmatched
rows from the right column will be discarded. A typical example is lookup, in which the
left table is the list of customers and the right table is the list of addresses. In the result
table, we are interested in all results from the left table (customers) with as much extra
information as possible from the address table, but we do not want to include
unmatched addresses.
Inner joining – will write only rows which exist in both tables. Unmatched rows from
the left table and the right table will be ignored. Typical example is where the left
table contains names and the right tables surnames. The output table should have
name and the surname, we do not want partial matches with only name or only
surname.
Join step requires a bit of extra information about the key used to join (ID). This key must be
present in all joined tables, otherwise an exception will be thrown.
You may also join more tables at once (within the same strategy).
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Cell merging
For each pair of joined tables, ETL Layer has a special setting over the values from the columns
that overlap in two tables. For example, given the following:
Table OS1

Table OS2

The column OperatingSystem is present in both tables, and will be automatically aggregated.
The default aggregation is to concatenate the strings, which means if we join these two tables
we get the following:
With LEFT strategy:

With OUTER strategy:

With INNER strategy:
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The sample definition that performs this looks like this:
{
"steps": [
{
"id": 1,
"type": "join",
"name": "join demo",
"sources": ["OS1", "OS2"],
"on": ["Computer"],
"strategy": "left",
"target": "joined_os_left"
},
{
"id": 2,
"type": "join",
"name": "join demo",
"sources": ["OS1", "OS2"],
"on": ["Computer"],
"strategy": "inner",
"target": "joined_os_inner"
},
{
"id": 3,
"type": "join",
"name": "join demo",
"sources": ["OS1", "OS2"],
"on": ["Computer"],
"strategy": "outer",
"target": "joined_os_outer"
}
]
}
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Overriding cell merging strategy
It is possible to specify custom aggregation (similar to what the complex column mapping
does). In order to do that, specify a special section which will define how to handle conflicts. The
sample below shows how to get the max value from the OperatingSystem column (1), how to
concatenate all values using custom separator (2) and how to coalesce columns by selecting the
first non-empty value (3):
{
"steps": [
{
"id": 1,
"type": "join",
"name": "join demo",
"sources": ["OS1", "OS2"],
"on": ["Computer"],
"strategy": "outer",
"target": "joined_os_outer_max",
"conflicts": {
"OperatingSystem": "max"
}
},
{
"id": 2,
"type": "join",
"name": "join demo",
"sources": ["OS1", "OS2"],
"on": ["Computer"],
"strategy": "outer",
"target": "joined_os_outer_concat",
"conflicts":
{
"OperatingSystem": {
"type": "concat",
"value": " or "
}
}
},
{
"id": 3,
"type": "join",
"name": "join demo",
"sources": ["OS1", "OS2"],
"on": ["Computer"],
"strategy": "outer",
"target": "joined_os_outer_coalesce",
"conflicts":
{
"OperatingSystem": "coalesce"
}
}
]
}
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Here is the result. All queries were invoked for outer join strategy:
Join and concatenate column OperatingSystem with custom separator “ or “
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Join and select the first non-null value (coalesce)
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Join and select the maximum value (max)

Obviously, for a single table you may define many conflicts for each columns of your interest. The
columns that you don’t define will use the standard joining strategy (concatenation with pipe
character).
{
"id": 3,
"type": "join",
"name": "join demo",
"sources": ["OS1", "OS2"],
"on": ["Computer"],
"strategy": "outer",
"target": "joined_os_outer_coalesce",
"conflicts":
{
"OperatingSystem": "coalesce",
"InventoryDate": "max"
}
}
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Order of joining
Order of tables is important if (any of the following):
LEFT join is used, or
CONCAT aggregation is used for any column, or
COALESCE aggregation is used
LEFT join is sensitive to the order, because the most left-table will be used as a join master, and
switching the tables may produce different results in the output table.
CONCAT and COALESCE are also sensitive to the order because they process the value from left
to right.
The joining order is determined by the order they appear in JSON file. You do not need to do
anything extra if that order is the same for all conflicting columns in the joined tables. However,
there may be a need to define a custom joining order on a column basis, which is described in
the next chapter.

Tables priority
For CONCAT and COALESCE columns, the default joining priority is used (the one that the user
defined for the join step). In many cases, it may be required to change the priority on column
basic. Consider the following example:
Data from system A has generally all values, but a its column A is not 100% accurate
(approximation). The column B in this table is always correct.
Data from system B has less data, but a 100% correct value for that column A. It contains values
in column B which on the other hand is unreliable.
We need to combine two data sets in which
o If the same row in both tables has a value in Table 1 Column A, this value should win over
Table 2 Column B.
o If the same row has only value of column A in Table 2, we should use it as a fallback.
o If the same row in both tables has a value in Table 2 Column B, this value should win over
Table 1 Column B.
o If the same row has only value of column B in Table 1, we should use it as a fallback.
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So essentially, we define the following priority:
General joining priority: Table 1 > Table 2
Priority for values in column A: Table 1 > Table 2
Priority for values in column B: Table 2 > Table 1

To define this in JSON, use the following syntax:
{
"id": 3,
"type": "join",
"name": "join demo",
"sources": ["Table 1", "Table 2"],
"on": ["Computer"],
"strategy": "outer",
"target": "joined_os_outer_coalesce",
"conflicts":
{
"OperatingSystem": {
"type": "coalesce",
"priority": ["Table 2", "Table 1"]
}
}
}

The syntax for the priority is the same as the definition of source tables.
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You do not have to define all tables in the Priority property. If you omit some of them, they will
be treated as fallback anyway. For example, in the above snippet, if only Table 2 was provided in
the priority, Table 1 and any other table will be always treated with a lower priority.

Note:
If you omit the tables you lose the control of defining the priority between omitted
tables. In this case, the default priority will be used for them. The tables that you
specified still win.

Wildcard joining
If your source tables are already well-formed and you do not want to define the joining tables
manually, you can use so called wildcard syntax. If the name of the table contains an asterisk, all
tables matching the pattern will be used for joining. For example, the previous step were OS1
and OS2 was joined together could be also represented with the following syntax:
{
"id": 1,
"type": "join",
"name": "join demo",
"sources": "Table*",
"on": ["Computer"],
"strategy": "outer",
"target": "joined_os_outer_coalesce"
}
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This is a relatively easy to way to make big joins of several tables, provided that:
The match the pattern Table*
They all contain a column “Computer”

If you have some prior knowledge about the columns and their content, and based on that you
want to define preferences for joining, you can do it on the column basis:
{
"id": 1,
"type": "join",
"name": "join demo",
"sources": "Table*",
"on": ["Computer"],
"strategy": "outer",
"target": "joined_os_outer_coalesce",
"conflicts":
{
"OperatingSystem": {
"type": "coalesce",
"priority": ["Table 2", "Table 1"],
}
}
}

In this case, all tables matching the pattern will be joined, and in case of conflict in the column
OperatingSystem the value from Table 2 will be preferred over Table 1 over some other, not
mentioned tables.

Column selection
If nothing else is provided, all columns from all joined tables will be present in the output table.
It is possible to limit this by providing a white list of columns to be written. Any columns not
mentioned in the list will be omitted from the target result (note: key columns are automatically
included). To define the required columns, use the following syntax:
{
"id": 1,
"type": "join",
"name": "join demo",
"sources": ["Table1", "Table2", "Table3"],
"columns": ["Name", "Surname", "Age"],
"on": ["Computer"],
"strategy": "outer",
"target": "joined_os_outer_coalesce"
}
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Filtering
Filter step takes one value as input and produces another table with the same schema, but with
the same or lower number of rows, based on filter conditions (subtraction).
The simplest definition has the following form:

{
"steps":
[
{
"id": 1,
"name": "Select only John entries",
"target": "sample",
"source": "sample_filtered",
"type": "filter",
"conditions":
[
{
"Name": "John"
}
]
}
]
}
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The filter step requires the source table and an array of conditions. Running the above definition
against the following data set:
Table sample

Produces the following result:
Table sample_filtered

Logical operators
Both AND and OR are possible, with a Mongo-inspired syntax. To define AND condition, use $and
as the name, and array of sub-conditions as a value:
"conditions":
[
{
"$and":
[
{
"Name": "John"
},
{
"Value": "abc"
}
]
}
]

The equivalent operator for OR operation is $or. Nesting is also possible to build some complex
scenarios.
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Comparison and other operators
The following operators are supported:
Operator

Description and usage

$gt

The value is greater than

$gte

The value is greater or equal than

$lt

The value is less than

$lte

The value is less or equal than

$ne

The value is not equal to

$eq

The value is equal than

$contains

The value contains a string

$startsWith

The value starts with

$endsWith

The value ends with

The syntax for defining this operators is also shared with Mongo. You define the name of the
column as a key, the value is another object with your operator, and its value is the value you
want to use. A few examples with explanation:
Name is not equal to Marcin:
{
"Name":
{
"$ne": "Marcin"
}
}
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Age is greater than 17
{
"Age":
{
"$gt": 17
}
}

CompanyName contains Raynet
{
"CompanyName":
{
"$contains": "Raynet"
}
}

CompanyName does not contain Raynet (negation of contains)
{
"CompanyName":
{
"$not":
{
"$contains": "Raynet"
}
}
}

Custom filtering (SQL)
Note:
This is advanced topic

Any conditions built using the standard operator are converted to an expression tree which is
queried against the sandbox database. For even greater flexibility, SQLite language constructs
can be used.
To use Python, simple use the following operator:
Operator

Description and usage

$sql

The expression to evaluate. It should return True or False.
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An example of a filter would be:
[...]
"conditions": [
{
"$and": [
{
"PrimaryUser": { "$ne": "DGFF" }
},
{
"$sql": "DeviceManufacturer LIKE '%HPE%'"
}
]
}
]
[...]

This condition checks if both PrimaryUser is not equal to DGFF (standard operator) AND that the
value of column DeviceManufacturer contains HPE. Also note that you can freely combine builtin expression with SQL expression as we did in this example.

Custom filtering (Python)
Note:
This is advanced topic

Any conditions built using the standard operator are converted to an expression tree which is
queried against the sandbox database. For even greater flexibility, Python filtering can be used.
To use Python, simple use the following operator:
Operator

Description and usage

$custom

The expression to evaluate. It should return True or False.
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An example of a filter would be:
[...]
"conditions": [
{
"$and": [
{
"PrimaryUser": { "$ne": "DGFF" }
},
{
"$custom": "values['DeviceManufacturer'] == 'HPE'"
}
]
}
]
[...]

This condition checks if both PrimaryUser is not equal to DGFF (standard operator) AND that the
value of column DeviceManufacturer is equal to HPE. Also note that you can freely combine
built-in expression with Python expression as we did in this example.
Note:
Involving Python in your filter may result in a performance hit. If a filter is possible to
model with set of operators and logical operators, it is recommended to avoid custom
scripting for performance reasons. The performance hit is usually small though, so
both pros and cons must be taken into the account.

Inside the expressions you can also import modules that are required for the transformation.
Bear in mind that strings in JSON (including the expression string) must be in a single line, and
newline breaks must be represented by combination of \r\n. This is frequently inconvenient,
some better way is described in chapter Creating reusable scripts.
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Enriching tables
Enriching is an operation which does not translate directly to any SQL query. The basic principle
of enrichment relies on look-up, where a selected table (enriched table) is being updated by
writing values to one of its columns (enriched column), based on values found in other table.
Consider the following tables:
People table

Cars table

Address table

Based on this data, we want to create a table from the People table, where the address has the
following rules:
If table People contains it -> take it as it is
If not, try to look-up the registration of the car in the Cars table, and if you find it take the
address from there
If this still didn’t work, look-up the name in the Address table and try to get the address
from there
Finally, if everything failed, use “n/a” as a fallback
This is essentially the idea of data enrichment – take a table, and add missing information using
look-ups in other tables.
To define this scenario using JSON format, the following syntax should be used:
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{
"steps":
[
{
"id": 1,
"name": "Select only John entries",
"type": "enrich",
"source": "People",
"target": "People_enriched",
"column": "Address",
"lookups": [
{
"in": "Car",
"key": "CarRegistration",
"take": "Address"
},
{
"in": "Address",
"key": "Name",
"take": "Address"
},
{
"take": {
"value": "n/a"
}
}
]
}
]
}
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The result will be

The lookup items are ordered and used from the top to the bottom. Once a value for the row can
be found from a look-up, it is not going to be looked-up in other sources (for that row). The
element in is the look-up source. It can be another step (referenced by ID, see chapter Chaining
steps) or a table name (string).

Note:
Enrichment does not override the values in the enriched columns that are already not
null. If you want the results of the look-up to be not affected by the state of the current
table, use a column name that does not exist in the first table.

The series of items that form enrichment sequence contains one or more enrichment definitions
referring to other tables, followed by (optional) fallback enrichment definition, which does not
reference any other table but itself (and its columns).

Look-up values
The look-up target (property take) is using the same syntax as the column mapping. It supports
however a limited sets of functions, including taking values as-is, transforming them or using
fixed values.

Note:
Enrichment take element does not support Python or Auto expressions! You can use
SQL expression though if you need the greatest flexibility.

Due to this, it is possible to use the following combinations:
Taking value from a column without transforming it
{
"in": "Car",
"key": "CarRegistrationId",
"take": "Address"
}
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Taking value from a column with a transform (for example uppercase)
{
"in": {
"name": "Car",
"transform": "Uppercase"
},
"key": "CarRegistrationId",
"take": "Address"
}

Note:
It makes no sense to use fixed values for non-fallback values. If the value is fixed and is
not-null, all subsequent look-up items will be never tried.

Look-up keys
The value of key parameter is the name of the column used for look-up. If you provide it as a
string, it is assumed the column has the same name in both main table and the table being used
for look-ups. If the columns have different names, use the following syntax:
{
"in": "Car",
"key": {
"primary": "CarRegistrationId",
"foreign": "CarRegistration_FK"
},
"take": "Address"
}

Where the value for primary property is the name of the column in the main table (enriched
table), and the value of the foreign property is the equivalent column in the table used as a lookup table.

Fallback
You can safely omit the last step (fallback). If fallback is not defined (all look-up items have
parameter in) then NULL will be used as a fallback value.
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Simplifying lookups
If all your tables have the same look-up column and key, you can use an array for the value of in
parameter. For example, the following two statements are equal:
"lookups": [
{
"in": "Cars1",
"key": "CarRegistration",
"take": "Address"
},
{
"in": "Cars2",
"key": "CarRegistration",
"take": "Address"
}
]

Is equal to the following (consolidated in property):
"lookups": [
{
"in": ["Cars1", "Cars2"],
"key": "CarRegistration",
"take": "Address"
}
]

Deduplicating
Deduplicating is a process of taking a table as an input, group the similar records by one or more
columns, and then decide on each set how to proceed with the records.
Deduplication step has the following basic syntax:
{
"id": 11,
"name": "Deduplicate table Duplicates, take random",
"type": "deduplicate",
"source": "Duplicates",
"target": "Normalized_Duplicates_Random",
"by": [ "cn", "dn" ],
"strategy": "random"
}
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In this sample, rows will be grouped by the same values in the cn and dn column. For each
group, a random row will be picked and the rest will be skipped.
Selecting a random row may sound a bit weird, so the engine supports further options:
Strategy type

Description

None

If a duplicate is detected, all duplicated rows will be removed.

Random

Take random row (this is not reproducible between sessions).

Any

Take first row (this is reproducible between sessions).

All

Take all values (no deduplication)

MaxValue

Take a row with maximum value in a specified column (requires extra
config, see below)

MinValue

Take a row with minimum value in a specified column (requires extra
config, see below)

Custom
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Using MaxValue and MinValue strategy
These are handy built-in strategies that can be used with duplicated rows, for which one of their
column values determines the priority (as a number, string, date etc.). Typical example would
be: once two or more similar devices are found, take only the one that has been created latest,
ignore the other devices).
Using of these strategies is only possible if a column name is provided, which can be done via
the value parameter:
{
"id": 11,
"name": "Deduplicate table Duplicates, take random",
"type": "deduplicate",
"source": "Duplicates",
"target": "Normalized_Duplicates_Random",
"by": [ "cn", "dn" ],
"strategy": {
"name": "MaxValue",
"value": "LastSeenDate"
}
}

Using custom deduplicator
Note:
This is advanced topic.

The most powerful way of deduplicating the rows involves Python scripting. It is highly
recommended to use a clean Python environment (as described in the Creating reusable scripts
chapter).
Custom Python deduplicator can:
Return none, one or any number of rows to be kept (ignoring the other)
Create a custom row by joining information from the duplicated rows (using custom
business logic)
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Python expression must be included as a value, for example:
{
"id": 11,
"name": "Deduplicate table Duplicates, take random",
"type": "deduplicate",
"source": "Duplicates",
"target": "Normalized_Duplicates_Random",
"by": [ "cn", "dn" ],
"strategy": {
"name": "Custom",
"value": "[i for i in rows if rows[i]['raynetcomputerservice'] == 'ABC']"
}
}

This example will return all rows where the value of column raynetcomputerservice is equal to
ABC.
Your Python script will be executed and the value of a dictionary mapping integers to row
objects will be available as the rows variable. You can iterate over this object using usual for
index in rows… syntax.
You are free to return one of the following values back to the engine:
If you return an integer…
The row with the corresponding index will be used, the other rows will be discarded. The ID must
be present in the rows array that the scripts receives as the input.
If you return a list of integers…
The rows with indexes belonging to the list that you returned will be used, the other rows will be
discarded.
If you return a dictionary…
This will be treated as a new row (potentially result of internal computation and de-duplication
that you performed). Keys in that dictionary will be mapped to the columns of the de-duplicated
row, make sure to provide them all.
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Splitting
Splitting is a process of taking an input table with N row, and producing N + X row (X >= 0) by
splitting a value from a specific column. Consider the following example:

We want to split the values from the last column, so that the following data is available:

To do it, use the following structure:
{
"steps": [
{
"id": 1,
"name": "Split cars",
"type": "split",
"source": "CarList",
"target": "CarList_split",
"column": "cars"
}
]
}
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By default, a comma (,) is used as a separator. You can define your own separator by overriding
the split property. By default, split is set to vertical (meaning that a row will be split into some
more rows, this is currently the only value supported). To change the separator, use object
notation:
{
"steps": [
{
"id": 1,
"name": "Split cars",
"type": "split",
"source": "CarList",
"target": "CarList_split",
"column": "cars"
"split": {
"name": "vertical",
"separator": ";"
}
}
]
}

The separator can have more than one character. Bear in mind, that whitespaces are not
trimmed, so it is generally up to you.
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Chaining steps
Frequently, a step is just an intermediary operation for another steps. For example, having two
raw tables, before we can join them at all we need to make sure that:
Both have normalized columns, including joining keys which must have the same names
That the values in these columns are normalized and comparable
That we only have the columns that we need

In this typical scenario, the user would introduce first a single mapping step for each table (to
prepare its data), and then the second actual join step which uses the prepared tables. In
workflow editor, this is represented by the following schema:

You can define as many steps as required, and just tell ETL engine how to link them (chain)
together. The steps are never executed in the order they appear in JSON file, but more like in the
actual order determined by the set of dependencies and inter-links.
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Previously, we defined sources for steps linking to source tables, for example:
"steps": [
{
"id": 2,
"name": "Normalize Sample",
"type": "map",
"source": "sample",
[...]

In order to define a source to be another step, simply write its ID instead:
"steps": [
{
"id": 2,
"name": "Normalize Sample",
"type": "map",
"source": 1,
[...]

Using this example, output of step 1 will be used as an input for step 2.
The same principle follows for the join tables:
{
"id": 3,
"type": "join",
"name": "join prepared tables",
"sources": [1, 2],
"on": ["Computer"],
"strategy": "outer",
"target": "joined_os_tables"
}
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You can also combine steps and source tables, but since JSON array may contain either strings or
numbers, there is a special syntax for that. To combine table abc, def and results of steps 1 and 2
use the following:
{
"id": 3,
"type": "join",
"name": "join prepared tables",
"sources": [
{
"table": "abc"
},
{
"table": "def"
},
{
"step": 1
},
{
"step": 2
}
],
"on": ["Computer"],
"strategy": "outer",
"target": "joined_os_tables"
}
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SQL environment
Creating reusable scripts
To promote usability and enable easier testing of SQL expressions, it is possible to encapsulate
SQL snippets and store them separately from the JSON definition.
Once the ETL engine loads the ETL definition, it looks for the file which has the same file name as
your JSON definition but with extension .SQL. If it finds it, it uses its content in all sessions created
for evaluation of SQL expressions. Writing scripts in that file is much easier than inline
expressions in the JSON file, because of support for new lines, lack of necessity to escape special
characters.
The format of the .SQL file is not a standard SQL though. Its content should be of the following
syntax, where each function is defined like:
def <MacroName>(@<param1>, @<param2>, ...)
<macro-body>

For example, the following is a custom file which contains two macros
def capitalize(@val):
UPPER(substr(@val, 1, 1)) + LOWER(substr(@val, 2))
def isNullOrEmpty(@text):
@text IS NULL

Parameter names must always start with ‘@’ sign. The body can span over several lines, and it
must be a valid SQLite syntax. You can reference the parameters, also using the ‘@’ syntax. In this
example, macro capitalize takes a value (@val) and returns a capitalized version of it. The other
one isNullOrEmpty returns 1 or 0, depending on whether the parameter is null.
In order to use the macro in your JSON code, prepend its name with ‘!’ and followed by the list of
arguments, for example:
{
'sql': !capitalize(name)'
}

Note: Macros support only column names as arguments. The following code will throw an error:
{
'sql': !capitalize(UPPER(name))'
}

Instead, use UPPER method inside the macro.
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Python environment
Including modules
Inside the Python expressions, you can import any modules you like. Module datetime is already
imported by ETL engine because it is frequently used by various expressions.

Creating reusable scripts
To promote usability and enable easier testing of Python expressions, it is possible to
encapsulate Python scripts and store them separately from the JSON definition.
Once the ETL engine loads the ETL definition, it looks for the file which has the same file name as
your JSON definition but with extension .PY. If it finds it, it uses its content in all Python sessions
created for evaluation of Python expressions. Writing scripts in that file is much easier than inline
expressions in the JSON file, because of support for new lines, lack of necessity to escape special
characters. Finally, since the .py file is a completely standalone, it is possible to test it in your
Python environment, invoke functions and test algorithms with debugger before you use these
scripts in ETL environment.

Recalling two examples from previous chapters:
1. Mapping a custom column
[...]
"columns": {
"Value_Normalized": {
"transform": {
"name": "Python",
"value": "values['Value'].strip() * len(values['Name'].strip())"
}
}
},
[...]
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2. Using custom expression
[...]
"conditions": [
{
"$and": [
{
"PrimaryUser": { "$ne": "DGFF" }
},
{
"$custom": "values['DeviceManufacturer'] == 'HPE'"
}
]
}
]
[...]

We could simplify them by creating a file called definition.py (provided that your JSON file is
definition.json), and saving that file in the same folder where JSON is:
def map_custom_column(values):
return values['Value'].strip() * len(values['Name'].strip())
def filter_non_hpe(values):
return values['DeviceManufacturer'] == 'HPE'

We can test them with Visual Studio Code or Python console, for example:

Once it is confirmed that the function works (True for HPE, False otherwise) we can change the
definition in the JSON file to be much simpler:
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1. Mapping a custom column
[...]
"columns": {
"Value_Normalized": {
"transform": {
"name": "Python",
"value": "map_custom_column(values)"
}
}
},
[...]

2. Using custom expression
[...]
"conditions": [
{
"$and": [
{
"PrimaryUser": { "$ne": "DGFF" }
},
{
"$custom": "filter_non_hpe(values)"
}
]
}
]
[...]

Custom logic is now encapsulated, and we can test the Python scripts separately from the whole
ETL definition (also with debugger).

Built-in functions
The following functions are available out-of-the-box by ETL Python environment:
toUpper(str)
toLower(str)
isNullOrEmpty(str)
isNotNullOrEmpty(str)
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Additional Information
Visit w w w .ra ynet.de for further information on ETL, and take a look at the additional resources
available at the Knowledge Base: http://raynetgmbh.zendesk.com/.
Raynet is looking forward to receiving your feedback from your ETL experience. Please contact
your Raynet service partner or use our Support Panel to add your ideas or requirements to the
ETL development roadmap!
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